Labor savings is having the employees focus on the customer and/or producing the products for the customer, where we don’t have to sit and babysit a garbage can. It totally frees [the employees] up to give the customer a better experience in the restaurant.

- Bruce C., Facilities Supervisor, McDonald’s for over 30 Years
Compaction Technologies does hit a lot of my departments that I oversee, and not only is it a more sustainable practice, it's also very cost efficient for us.

— Steve H, Associate Vice Chancellor of Operations
Top 10 College Dining Halls, Princeton Review, Niche

The goal was to reduce the plastic bags [and] hours of service for staff to pull the garbage, which we have achieved. We have also achieved the look and feel of the garbage area — that is much cleaner and fresher. When you are going to eat food the last thing you want to see is overflowing garbage.

— Nadeem S., Resident District Manager
Top 10 College Dining Halls, Princeton Review, Niche

**Experience: Consumer-Friendly for Improved Customer Experience**
- No more overflowing trash cans
- Hands-free deposits
- Fast cycle times with LCD read out make waiting a non-issue
- Customizable finishes and branding

**Efficient: Patented Technology**
- Compacts 6 loose trash bags into 1
- Allows your employees to focus on customers instead of trash
- Easy to clean and maintain
- Space efficiency: One Original ecotrash compactor equals two to three large trash receptacles

**Eco-Friendly: Reduce Environmental Impact**
- Significantly fewer trash bags used
- Decreased volume of trash impacting landfills
- Reduced amount of fuel used for hauling
- Reduced emissions by garbage trucks

Improve guest experience and cut operating costs! Easily keep dining rooms clean and retain employees with Compaction Technologies dining room trash compactors.